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be recalled is large, though but a small proportion of the
experience we have had in our lifetime, and by far the
greater number of experiences thus held in subconsciousness,
are of recent occurrence. Most of our experiences we have
apparently entirely forgotten.
Here the psycho-analysts come to our aid and on the
results of countless investigations into the past history
of people suffering from mental disorders, difficult children
and those with so-called criminal tendencies, they are able
to throw light on why some very vivid experiences are
apparently forgotten and on the value of recalling them.
Indeed, they re-orient our attitude towards experience
and show us that it is not the process of remembering
that needs explanation but that of forgetting.
Many of these experiences occur in early childhood before
education has taught a child to face disagreeable facts.
Thus if a child who is interested in his sexual organs is
punished for it or if he has some terrifying experience—
as finding himself alone in a dark place—he naturally tends
to turn his thoughts away from events that have caused
great distress or fear. But both these experiences are
connected with very strong innate spurs to action—sex
and fear—and energy is not easily drained off from such
deep channels. Hence when the child is off his guard—
perhaps when dreaming—the experience in some confused
form unrecognizable to himself rises into consciousness and
nightmare or night terrors may result. In time of stress,
it seems, these suppressed and forgotten experiences take
their revenge and many a man in war-time became a daily
victim to some fear experienced in early youth and long
forgotten. Thus Rivers cured men of claustrophobia by
patiently disentangling dreams, by pushing back and back
the method of association by which we recall a forgotten
event, until he brought in to his patients' consciousness Hie
original cause of fear—in one case being stint up in a
cupboard.

